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$59.99  CASE

P5600P5600

Shop 
online 

anytime!

PAPERLINE OFFICE COPY PAPER - LETTER SIZE 
A premium copy paper designed for trouble-free use and exceptional performance. 
Guaranteed for use in all office machines. High brightness for better image resolutions.

$2.99  PUMPBOTTLE

A8546A8546

Kills 99.9% of Germs.
Contains 65% FCC Food Grade 
Ethyl Alcohol to keep hands 
microbe-free.
Enriched with aloe & vitamin E  
to soften and moisturize.  
Germs Be Gone!

GERMS BE GONE 65% 
HAND SANITIZER GEL

946mL 
24/case

$53.99   BOX

S4605S4605

HONEYWELL N95 PARTICULATE 
RESPIRATOR MASKS
Engineered to promote easier breathing, 
the NIOSH approved DF300 Series 
Flatfold Disposable Respirators are made 
with a multilayered absorption media 
that repels moisture, and features a 
smooth inner lining for added comfort.

50 masks/box
12 boxes/case

Folds flat for easy 
storage in pockets.
Welded strap style 

with nose clip.

PEFC certifiied: 
this product is from 

sustainably managed 
forests and  

controlled sources.

• 92 bright.
• TruTone technology (quick in drying, solid
    black, solid colous and sharp images).
• 20 lb.
• 8.5” x 11” sheet size.
• 500 sheets per ream – 10 reams/case.
• 40 cases/skid.

MULTI-FOLD TOWELS
These multi-fold paper towels offer 

quality and affordability, providing an 
ideal solution for industrial, educational, 

foodservice and retail locations.
16 packages per case. 

$41.99   CASE

P1436P1436

$38.99   CASE

P1354P1354

White 
250/pk

Kraft 
250/pk

26 x 36 STRONG GARBAGE BAGS
These industrial can liners are made with quality recycled 
materials. This incredibly strong, lightweight bag features 
outstanding resistance to punctures and tears as well as an 
exceptional stretch factor. Thickness: 0.85 mil.

$21.99   CASE

B2512B2512 $29.99   CASE

B2612B2612

Available in: 

BLACK 
or 

CLEAR
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$24.99  EACH

F5329F5329

F5335F5335

$28.99  EACH

$24.99  EACH

F5338F5338

Shop 
online 

anytime!

This fast-acting, floor finish liquefier will solve stripping difficulties 
caused by frequent high speed burnishing, super hard urethane 
fortified finishes, or excessive build-up. Utilizing “evaporating liquefier” 
technology, this product is designed to remove layers of floor finish in 
less time, with less effort, and no rinsing.

BETCO AX-IT PLUS FLOOR STRIPPER M2 SILKY WAX MOP HEAD
Our lint free finishing mop will 

leave your floors streak free and 
with approximately 25% shine due 

to its unique lint free yarn. 

$26.99  JUG

F4104 F4104 

3.78 L
4/case

$116.99  BOX

F4106F4106

18.9 L 
BIB (Bag in a Box)

This high gloss floor finish provides the optimum in durability and wear. 
Essentially a nonbuff formula, it is easily maintained using a variety of 
maintenance procedures. Designed with superior leveling properties, it 
is easy to apply and flows smoothly for the ultimate in gloss. 

BETCO GLARE FLOOR FINISH

$23.99  JUG

F4226 F4226 

$112.99  BOX

F4228F4228

3.78 L
4/case

Narrow band looped end 
construction gives Silky a longer 
life and allows mop to cover a 
large floor area - leaving more 
floor finish.

16oz
12/case

20oz
12/case

Recommended for use with the F5338 Snap-N-Go handle.

SNAP-N-GO 60” FIBERGLASS MOP
Made from reinforced high impact plastic 
designed to accommodate any size mop. 
Unique lever to release soiled mop head 
for “hands free” removal. 

*Blue handle*
12/case18.9 L 

BIB (Bag in a Box)


